CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

1.1 Conclusions

Based on the data analysis, three conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1) There are three kinds of lexical metaphor used in Surah Al-Isra. The three kinds of lexical metaphor are noun-noun concept, noun-verb concept or verb-noun concept and noun-adjective concept or adjective-noun concept.

(2) The ways of using lexical metaphor in Surah Al-Isra through comparing noun with noun, noun with verb or verb with noun and noun with adjective or adjective with noun.

(3) (1). Faith: God does not have children either human or angelic; Surely Allah gives sustenance to humans; God has the names of the most well; Quran is a revelation and a God who gives guidance, and a mercy to those who believe; Mahsyar their field and the Day of Resurrection. (2). Laws: God's prohibitions on: eliminating the human soul; fornicate, use the orphan's property except in a way that justified the religion; chimed well with words and with deeds and disobedience to parents. Commandments on: promise and enhance the weights and measure, perform the five daily prayers in time. (3) Stories: Stories Isra Prophet Muhammad s.a.w., some story of the Children of Israel. And others: Responsibility each man against his deeds; some of the
factors that led to revival and destruction of a people; clues about relationships with parents, neighbors and the community; God's human creatures s.w.t. noble, in the meantime man has also properties that are not as good as like broken, desperate and in a hurry; and problems of the spirit.

1.2 Suggestions

With reference to the conclusion, suggestions are staged as the following:

(1) It is suggested that language teachers and lecturers especially of the religious school can include lexical metaphor in Surah Al-Isra as the example in instructional process for the material of metaphor. It is done to introduce and deliver the message of the Surah, by the right meaning of the verse.

(2) It is suggested to the researcher who want to get a further findings of metaphor in Al Qur’an make a research in more Surah. Since Al Qur’an has its own message and history, it is important to consult the tafseer book to confirm the analysis.

(3) It is suggested for the scholars to interpret the meaning of each verses in Surah Al-Isra’ when they are giving speech , particularly the verses which have metaphorical meaning so that they can be clearly interpreted by the assemblies of Islamic community.